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By Staff Sgt. Peter Thompson
33rd Fighter Wing

EGLIN AIR FORCE BASE, Fla. (AFNS)
— As Hurricane Michael churned to-
ward the Emerald Coast of Florida, F-35A
Lightning IIs from the 33rd Fighter Wing
evacuated to Barksdale Air Force Base,
Louisiana, to avoid the storm’s path and
potential catastrophic damage. As Michael
passed, narrowly missing Eglin AFB, a dif-
ferent type of storm brewed on the horizon
that would test nomad innovation.

There was talk within the F-35 commu-
nity of a one-time inspection, or OTI, order
being passed down.

Every aircraft at the 33rd FW needed to
have a fuel line on the engine inspected.
Parts within a specific batch number need-
ed to be removed and replaced. All of the
wing’s aircraft were grounded until they
were inspected and fixed if needed.

This had a profound impact back at Eglin
AFB but brought even more complications
for the aircraft still at Barksdale AFB.

“It was particularly worrisome for us be-
cause we had jets off station without access
to all of our tools and personnel,” said 1st
Lt. Patrick Michael, 58th Aircraft Mainte-
nance Unit assistant officer in charge.

“We didn’t have the guidance for
changing out the part yet. The preliminary
guidance said we would need to remove the
engine to access and remove the line.”

The current guidelines used for aircraft
maintenance required that the entire
engine be removed, which would require at
least 36 hours per jet. Furthermore, engine
trailers and tool boxes would need to be
transported to the location, extending the
timeline.

When the OTI was made official on Oct.
12, leadership at all levels of the 33rd
Maintenance Group and 33rd Aircraft

Maintenance Squadron saw an opportunity
for Airmen to demonstrate how capable
they are. They extended a challenge…find a
better way.

The maintainers at Barksdale AFB
determined eight of the jets failed the
requirements of the OTI. The remaining
jets returned to Eglin AFB. Maintainers
working with field support engineers from
Lockheed Martin and Pratt and Whitney
set out to find a way to replace the fuel line
without removing the engine.

Crew chiefs determined they could ac-
cess the part through a hole just big enough
to fit a hand. The location of the fuel line
is nearly impossible to see. They needed
to detach and set aside another component
without removing it, making room even
scarcer.

Despite how difficult it was, they suc-
ceeded in finding the fix. The first across
the F-35’s global presence.

Within three days of the official notifi-
cation, the 58th AMU had identified the
jets that were deficient, found the fix, got
it reviewed and approved to execute and
were on their way to Barksdale AFB to
implement the new procedure.

“Especially coming on the heels of
Hurricane Michael, the fuel line OTI had
the potential to put our training timeline
well behind schedule,” said Lt. Col. David
Cochran, 58th FS director of operations.

“Initial estimates were for our stu-
dents to graduate almost two months late.
Instead, our maintenance team got us back
up to a full schedule within two weeks and
enabled on-time graduations for nine new
F-35 pilots.”

Every training mission requires team-
work between countless organizations to
prepare jets for flight and get them in the
air. The actions that took place following
the OTI highlighted the significance and

effectiveness of the many organizations
working together within the 33rd MXG.

At the group level, the plans and schedul-
ing section ordered new parts and opened
lines of communication with leadership
ensuring appropriate communication was
taking place. They identified aircraft that
were unaffected by the inspection, enabling
them to return home earlier.

Maintenance was then prioritized across
the fleet to enable normal operations at the
wing to continue.

The quality assurance section helped by
validating the new technical data and in-
spection process. They also sent a member
of their team to Barksdale AFB to pro-
vide assistance and oversight, eventually
streamlining the repairs.

Members from the 33rd MXS Low
Observable and Fuels sections provided
additional maintenance assistance and aug-
mented the initial group of maintainers that
deployed to recover the jets.

They drove hundreds of miles to deliver
support equipment and the required
consumables to complete the repair. Their
actions shaved days off of delivery times
and avoided several thousand dollars in
transportation costs.

“The F-35 program tends to bring parties
together under one common cause, matur-
ing the program,” said Chief Master Sgt.
Matthew Coltrin, 33rd MXS superintendent.

Coltrin went on to say that their partner-
ship is strong because many of the func-
tions that existed within a traditional main-
tenance squadron with fourth generation
aircraft now lie within the fifth generation
aircraft maintenance squadron.

“More now than ever we rely on each
other to accomplish organic maintenance.
On fifth gen aircraft it takes a village. No
squadron can go it alone,” said Coltrin.

To this date, only one other unit has rep-

licated the same maintenance on three jets.
This is because of what sets the 33rd FW
maintenance team apart from others.

“The maintainers at the 33rd Fighter
Wing have a maturity unlike anywhere else
in the enterprise,” said Joseph Frasnelli,
Lockheed Martin Aeronautics F-35 chief of
maintenance and operations at Eglin AFB.

“The 58th AMU forged their own path
with their leadership’s support…and they
knocked their (fuel line changes) out in a
significantly quicker time.”

When the OTI was first accomplished, the
fuel line swap took about 24 hours, 12 hours
less than removing the entire engine and
performing the maintenance on a stand.
As they repeated the task on additional
aircraft they were able to shave another
four hours from that time, enabling jets to
return home faster.

That speed and accuracy ensured the
wing could continue accomplishing one of
its primary missions, training F-35A pilots.

While facing adversity on more than one
front, 33rd FW maintainers leaned forward
and solved a problem that no one else could.
That mindset resonates throughout the
wing as Airmen work to find innovative
methods to address issues before and as
they arise.

“I couldn’t be more proud of our nomad
maintainers, as this is truly innovation at its
best,” said Col. David Moreland, 33rd MXG
commander.

“These outstanding maintenance profes-
sionals were confronted with a problem,
but not constrained by it.

“They used adversity as an opportunity.
Their efforts and this innovative solution
not only saved the entire F-35 fleet thou-
sands of hours of non-mission capable time,
it had a direct impact on the warfighter
by restoring combat capability around the
globe.”

Innovation in tight spaces
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F-35 Lightning aircraft from Eglin Air Force Base, Fla., prepare for takeoff at Barksdale Air Force Base, La., Oct. 12. The aircraft evacuated to Barksdale to avoid possible damage from Hurricane Michael.

By Airman 1st Class Charles Welty
Air University Public Affairs

MAXWELL AIR FORCE BASE, Ala.
(AFNS) — The Air Force’s Officer Train-
ing School is changing the paradigm for
building officers, pivoting away from
separate programs for line and non-line
officers and conducting merged classes
beginning in January.

The Total Force Officer Training and
Commissioned Officer Training courses
will be phased out over the course of
2019, according to Col. Pete Bailey, OTS
commandant. They will be replaced by a
combined eight-week course, which will
offer an off-ramp for a limited number
of non-line specialties.

“The purpose for this change is
twofold,” Bailey said. “First, we are en-
suring the best leadership training is of-
fered to all who attend OTS, in a setting
which better mirrors the environment in
which they will serve.

“Also, this change assists in the devel-
opment of a more resilient organization,
which is effectively resourced to meet
both steady state and surge require-
ments of the Total Force.”

The OTS “One Syllabus for One

Officer” concept is enabled by moving
from its current three-training squadron
construct to a more efficient two-training
squadron model, said Lt. Col. Erick Saks,
24th Training Squadron commander.
With two squadrons training both line
and non-line officers, OTS can increase
the quantity and quality of its officers.

The initiative increases officer
production capacity from around 2,700
graduates annually to 3,300 with a surge
capability of up to 3,800.

Students also gain the opportunity to
train alongside officers who they would
not have interacted with until much
further along in their careers, providing
a shared foundation for both line and
non-line officers.

“The real nexus behind the new
syllabus was to make the right training,
for the right Airman, at the right time,”
added Bailey. “Producing good officers
and good leaders is not only a force mul-
tiplier, but will also help revitalize the
organization that we take to war, which
is the squadron.

“When you have the responsibility of
training over 54 percent of the officers
who access into the United States Air
Force annually, you have to get it right.”

OTS restructures program
to increase quality,
quantity of officers
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Air Force Commissioned Officer Training course trainees stand in formation, May 24 on Maxwell Air Force
Base, Ala. OTS has recently merged COT with the Total Force Officer Training course to increase the
quality and quantity of officers it can produce annually.
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